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Chapter 2401: The Sudden Turn 

Going back a few seconds in the past, just when the Vruves appeared, Grovan had already told all his 

companions that they would kill everyone other than Nolui. That said, his group quickly spread and 

charged at different opponents. 

 

Everyone, naturally, noticed the other experts coming after them. However, little did they notice that 

Rean and Kentucky had purposely positioned themselves so that the Space-Time Realm enemies would 

end up selecting them as their targets. 

 

As soon as the Vruve arrived, Nolui put his treasure that blocked Divine Senses away. He knew that the 

Vruves most likely used some other method to find his location. Not only that, but they also followed 

him without alarming his group. 

 

With Nolui's treasure out, Rean and Kentucky could tell each of the experts' strengths with Rean's Divine 

Sense Bending Skill. He soon noticed that the Vruves had one Peak Stage Space-Time Realm expert, two 

Late-Stage, and two Initial Stage ones. 

 

Kanglia was in this realm but at the Middle Stage, so she had to face the second Late Stage expert even 

though she would be at a disadvantage. Nolui faced the guy called Dengais, who was in the same realm 

and stage as him. 

 

That left the two Initial Stage Space-Time Realm experts free to move. Once Rean and Kentucky 

positioned themselves, those two remaining Initial Stage Space-Time Realm experts from the Vruve 

immediately charged at them. 

 

Everyone other than Kanglia, Kinglei, and Nolui was in the Elemental Space Realm, so these two Vruves 

didn't put them in their eyes at all. Especially since the Vruves were usually stronger than those at the 

same level. 

 

Too bad, though. That overconfidence was the downfall of the first Space-Time Realm expert in this 

battle. Well, it wasn't like you could blame him. Although there was only one stage separating Rean and 

the guy, the Vruve who attacked him was in the Space-Time Realm. His ability to control Time Power 

was supposed to give him the ultimate advantage against anyone below this level. 



 

Naturally, that wasn't the case for Rean. He pretended to try to flee while the enemy's Time Power 

forced him to slow down. While the enemy approached to deliver the killing blow, Rean even turned 

around and put his sword in front of him in a defensive form, seeming to be terrified. 

 

Yet, just as the enemy's weapon was about to pierce Rean's head, Rean's Sky Energy, Sword Aura, Life 

World Domain, and Time Power immediately burst out at full strength. Rean dodged the sure-killing 

blow in the last instant while his sword changed direction. It was too fast, too sudden, too unexpected! 

 

The heart of the Vruve was pierced, and Rean's Light and Dark Elements rampaged inside his body, 

completely destroying his meridians. Naturally, Rean was taking Dark Element from Roan inside the Soul 

Gem Dimensional Realm. 

 

"Jidambo!" Dengais shouted as his expression showed extreme shock. He could never have expected a 

Space-Time Realm expert from the Vruve Organization to die in the hands of an Elemental Space Realm 

expert from somewhere else. Too bad Rean was as strong as a Middle-Stage Space-Time Realm, though. 

 

Rean didn't wait for everyone to recover from their surprise. That's because Kentucky, who was still 

pretending to be 'weak' until now, immediately acted after Rean killed the first opponent. 

 

'Kawa Blade Domain!' 

 

A field of Blade Feather appeared around his enemy. Rean's body moved at breakneck speed, and he 

took advantage of that Kentucky had led the other Space-Time Initial Stage Vruve near him. His Life 

World Domain instantly neutralized all the opponent's Domain Effects, including the beneficial ones for 

the enemy himself. 

 

"Nafrak, careful!" Grovan, who was keeping his Divine Sense over the battlefield, immediately noticed 

Rean and Kentucky's aim. By now, he would need to be an idiot to not know that Rean and Kentucky 

were way, wayyyy stronger than their cultivation realms suggested. 

 

He immediately tried to get away from Kinglei, but how could Kinglei allow that? "Hey, you are playing 

with me!" 

 



Kinglei increased the pressure, giving Grovan no time to care about anyone else. As much as he hated to 

admit it, he had to admit that this Kinglei, someone who wasn't part of the Vruves, had a similar 

strength to his. "Crowley, help him!" 

 

However, that wasn't the case for everyone. Nolui could still hold his own against Dengais and prevent 

him from intervening. However, Kanglia was at a disadvantage from the very start. Her cultivation was a 

realm lower than her enemy, the guy called Crowley, and she was a pretty average cultivator at that. If 

things continued like this, she would die in just a few minutes. Holding her enemy back and preventing 

him from bothering Rean and Kentucky? That was way outside her abilities. 

 

Nafrak was instantly put on the backfoot against Rean and Kentucky. Especially since Rean's Time 

Powers made his own pretty useless against his opponent. As for his Domain, he was definitely using it, 

but he simply couldn't feel the effect at all, which was a first in his life. 

 

*Bang, bang, bang!* 

 

Rean and Kentucky bombarded the guy from everywhere, giving him almost no chance to defend. In a 

matter of a second, the injuries over Nafrak's body were already plenty. He was purposely letting 

Kentucky's Blade Feather Domain hit his body just so that he could focus on Rean and Kentucky 

themselves. That was his only chance of surviving as long as possible. 

 

"Immortal Slahing Through the Heavens!" 

 

Suddenly, a powerful wave of Sword Energy entered Rean and Kentucky's domain, aiming straight at the 

two of them. Rean and Kentucky dodged at the last moment, but that also forced them to let Nafrak 

retreat. Nafrak then quickly left Rean and Kentucky's Domain while Crowly stopped just outside, having 

noticed Rean's weird Domain ability. Yet, he sighed in relief. At least he saved Nafrak and could now 

turn the tides of this battle in their favor... or so he thought. 

 

'Death Style, Death Scythe!' 

 

*Arrrrghhh!* 

 



It was then that another scream echoed through the battlefield as Nafrak's body went limp. At the 

height of his Dantian, a White Blade split his body in two! 

 

Roan... decided to show himself! 

 

Death... and me 

Chapter 2402: Even More Surprises 

Even Kanglia and Kinglei didn't know who the guy was. Because of Rean's Body Transformation Skill, 

Roan had a completely different appearance to Rean. Of course, Rean didn't want to get any 

misunderstandings, so he sent everyone a Divine Sense Message. 'Don't worry, he is here to help. That's 

a friend of mine who is traveling with me. I let him inside my Pocket Dimensional Realm.' 

 

Still, Kanglia, Kinglei, and all the other experts didn't even see him appearing. Usually, when something 

comes out of the Pocket Dimensional Realm, there is an oscillation in space around the area where it 

will appear. That oscillation was pretty obvious and prevented anyone from being taken by surprise 

because of experts inside someone's Dimensional Realms. However, no one noticed when Roan came 

outside of the Soul Gem Dimensional Realm. 

 

Roan wasn't there to explain, though. He immediately changed targets and charged straight at Crowley. 

At the same time, he sent Kanlgia a Divine Sense Message, too. 'What as you spacing out for? Help to 

deal with this guy! He is too strong for me alone.' 

 

'Death World Domain!' 

 

Kanglia woke up from her stupor and immediately shot in Crowley's direction. Rean, obviously, did the 

same thing. 

 

Crowley quickly recovered from that setback. The truth still remained. His side her two Late Stage Space-

Time Realm cultivators, and he was one of them. So what if Rean, Roan, and Kanglia joined hands? 

Instead of running away, he decided he might as well get rid of Roan. 

 

'Timeless Spatial Severing!' 

 



Space and time gathered around Roan's body and Crowley's weapon. Seeing that Roan was only in the 

Peak Stage of the Elemental Space Realm and was the closest to him, he was certain he could eliminate 

Roan in a single go. Kanglia definitely wouldn't arrive in time to help him. 

 

Crowley's speed with his control over time was much faster than Roan's, especially since Crowley was 

trying to hold Roan down with his time power. His sword attack arrived in front of Roan in a fraction of a 

second, giving Roan no time to dodge. 

 

Yet, Roan had no intention to dodge in the first place. His body burst with Sky Energy and Dark Element. 

His own Time Power, now much better after entering the Peak Stage, countered Crowley's, at least 

preventing him from being affected. Then, his scythe moved to encounter Croley's attack. 

 

'Death Style, Reversive Arcs!' 

 

Countless threads of Dark Element and Sky Energy, fuelled by his Scythe Aura, created a shield in front 

of Crowley's sword just in the time it arrived. 

 

*Bang!* 

 

The threads bent backward, forcing Roan back several tens of meters. Yet, no injury appeared on his 

body, although he did look like to used quite some strength to defend against it. 

 

"What?!" Crowley couldn't believe what he saw. He would have accepted it if Roan had used some 

treasure to save his life against his attack. However, it was obvious Roan only used his strength and his 

weapon. With just that, he was able to survive a Late Space-Time Realm attack. 

 

Roan coldly smiled, having bought the time he needed. As soon as the attack failed, another three 

Domains enveloped Crowley. One was Kanglia's Fire Domain, although it wasn't as useful as the twins. 

The other two were obviously Rean and Kentucky's. Roan's one was already corriding Crowley's Domain. 

Now that Rean appeared to completely nullify all its effects, Crowley's Domain became nothing but a 

meaningless expenditure of energy. "What the hell is this?!" 

 



"Ask yourself again in the next life!" Rean instantly attacked, not giving Crowley any time to think. Rean 

and Roan had a personal vendetta against the Vruves, too. After all, they destroyed the Sunkan Planet. If 

not for the system, everyone would have really died. 

 

'Life Fire, Flame Emperor Sword!' 

 

Crowley's anger immediately surfaced. "Just because you have a somewhat weird Domain, do you think 

you can bridge the gap in cultivation between us? Courting Death!" 

 

Crowley's Domain was indeed nullified, but he could still use his Spatial and Time Powers. He raised his 

sword, and it began to shine with a blue color. Right after, it seemed to grow hundreds of meters long! 

 

'Timeless Illusion Slash!' 

 

Even though it grew that big, the sword's speed didn't reduce. If anything, it seemed even faster than 

when it was used to attack Roan. However, Rean was extremely confident in his Black Star Sword and his 

other abilities. Sky Energy, Light and Dark Element, Sword Aura, Time Power, Space-Light Power. 

Everything was used in his Flame Emperor Sword as both swords clashed against each other! 

 

*Boom!* 

 

A huge burst of Divine Origin Energy, Space and Time Powers spread from the point of collision. Just like 

Roan, Rean was also forced back, taking several tens of meters to stead himself. Nonetheless, he just 

smiled as his Light Element immediately healed the injuries caused by the clash. 

 

Crowley was already losing his mind. Not only one, but two Elemental Space Realm cultivators were able 

to hold his all-out attacks. How could that be possible?! 

 

'Not good!' 

 

Obviously, Kanglia and ROan didn't just watch as Crowley and Rean exchanged blows. In fact, Kanglai 

almost stopped herself because she also didn't think Rean would be able to defend against Crowley. 



Fortunately, Rean told her to believe in him and continue to charge. Without much of a choice, Kanglia 

did exactly that. To her shock, Rean was able to do that. 

 

A red staff appeared in Kanglia's hand, a weapon she hadn't used until now. Her Spatial Powers, Fire 

Element, and everything else were already enveloping it as her staff came crashing down against 

Crowley. 

 

Crowley gritted his teeth as another sword appeared on his other hand. He then performed a quite 

acrobatic movement, using both swords to stop Kanglia... and Roan! 

 

Yes, he noticed Roan's opportunistic move after the clash against Rean. Still, he was furious about how 

annoying was the position Roan used to attack. It was truly the worst possible, forcing him to bring out 

his second sword, something he hadn't done in several centuries! 
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Chapter 2403: The Battle Continues 

*Bang, bang!* 

 

With Roan and Kanglia's Power, they weren't the ones being forced back this time. Instead, it was 

Crowley. Even his full force with Spatial and Time Powers was not enough to gain the upper hand. 'These 

fucking Domains! Also, how the hell are these two humans using Time Powers at the Elemental Space 

Realm?!' 

 

Still, Crowley didn't give up. He didn't accept that a Late Space-Time Realm expert from the Vruve 

Organization like him was on his back foot against cultivators on a lower realm. 

 

*Arrrghhh!* 

 

Suddenly, he heard another scream. His Divine Sense then focused in that direction, just in time to see a 

Divine Bird finishing off one of the Vruve Organization experts. Yes, Kentucky didn't come after Crowley. 

Roan told him to go after the Elemental Space Realm experts. Kentucky was definitely much stronger 

than any of those with his own Sky Energy, after all. 

 



Kentucky had also used his Domain to trap another two of the Vruve Organization Elemental Space 

Realm enemies. With the help of Bacia and a guy called Culoj, they wouldn't take more than a few 

seconds to finish those two. 

 

In fact, you could say that those experts of the Vruve Organization are indeed much stronger than your 

usual cultivators. Kentucky wasn't as strong as Rean and Roan, but he was very close, definitely strong 

enough to hold his own against a Space-Time Realm Middle Stage for a while. Yet, he couldn't instantly 

crush these Elemental Space Realm enemies. That was proof of their much higher strength. Too bad 

they selected the wrong opponents. 

 

Grovan continued to exchange several clashes against Kinglei, failing to take the upper hand. Kinglei was 

another anomaly that went against Grovan's expectations. Although he wasn't as ridiculous as Rean and 

Roan, just the fact that Kinglei could fight against him was already surprising enough. 

 

At first, the Vruves held the advantage since they were stronger than others at the same level. The 

Elemental Space Realm members from Rean's group were instantly suppressed by their enemies. 

Unfortunately for them, they barely had the time to use that advantage before Rean killed the first 

Initial Stage Space-Time Realm Vruve. 

 

*Boom!* 

 

*Ahhhh!* 

 

Kentucky used his Kawa's Divine Thrust, finishing another enemy. The last one inside his Domain 

immediately tried to flee, but with three against one and Kentucky being much faster while flying, he 

would find it very hard to succeed. 

 

Roan, Rean, and Kanglia join efforts continued. Crowley was able to use his huge cultivation advantage 

to keep them occupied, but he knew he wouldn't last forever. He definitely had more reserves of Divine 

Origin Energy than the three attacking him. However, he was also spending several times more to 

defend against them while he could barely find opportunities to attack. 

 

*Bzzzzzz!* 

 



Grovan, seeing that they would end up losing, gritted his teeth and pulled out a purple and triangular-

shaped object from his Pocket Dimensional Realm. Right after, he poured his Divine Origin Energy inside, 

causing it to suddenly expand. 

 

Kinglei felt something wrong with that treasure and immediately flew back. However, Groan just 

snorted. "Too late!" 

 

That triangular-shaped treasure then disappeared from his hand, appearing right above Kinglei's head! 

Kinglei was taken aback, not being able to feel how it moved so fast. However, he had fought other 

experts in the past that had their own treasures. 'Definitely a treasure made by a Divinity Realm expert,' 

he thought. He quickly took out his own trump card, which enveloped him in a green cocoon. 

 

Both the Purple Triangle and the green cocoon emanated a power far beyond what a Space-Time Realm 

cultivator could show. Nonetheless, Grovan didn't seem worried. "Hmph! Idiot!" 

 

Finally, the Purple Triangle enveloped the green cocoon, creating a separate dimension inside. Kinglei 

finally understood. That treasure wasn't there to use a Divinity Realm power to attack him. Instead, it 

was a sealing treasure. Grovan's idea was very simple. He wanted to keep Kinglei trapped while he dealt 

with the rest of the group of cultivators and demon beasts. Once everyone was dead, they could all 

focus on Kinglei alone, and he definitely wouldn't escape. 

 

Seeing that his treasure worked, Grovan completely ignored Kinglei and flew in Crowley's direction. That 

was the most important battle of the field after his one. As soon as he joined that fight, he and Crowley 

would definitely turn the tables instantly. 

 

*Crack...* 

 

However, a sound that Grovan couldn't believe would appear so soon came from behind. He stopped on 

his track and looked back just in time to see the purple triangular prison created by the treasure cracking 

all over. Finally... 

 

*Crash!* 

 

Similar to the sound of glass breaking, the purple triangular prison broke apart! 



 

"Impossible!" 

 

Grovan knew that treasure better than anyone. Even a real Divinity Realm expert would have taken 

some time to break the treasure. Even if Kinglei had used another treasure of a similar level, the purple 

triangle should have lasted for quite some time until its energy was consumed. How could it break this 

easily? 

 

From inside, Kinglei stepped out as his green cocoon disappeared into a green bead. He held a cold 

expression, preparing to continue the fight. 

 

However, even though his expression was like that, deep in his mind, one could only see deep 

confusion... 'Just what happened? How did this thing break out of nowhere?' 

 

Rean and Roan, not feeling surprised at all, continued their attacks against Crowley. They even warned 

Kanglia to ignore the events with Kinglei so that they could finish this side fast enough. 

 

At the same time, Rean spoke into the Soul Gem Dimensional Realm. 'Good job, Sister Orb!' 

 

[Hehe! That was nothing!] 

 

Yes! Sister Orb was the reason why the Purple Triangle Prison broke like that. The treasure was basically 

a very compact formation of quite a high level. However, the moment Grovan took it out, Sister Orb 

noticed it. She didn't try to hack into it, though. Even with the Soul Gem System's actual processing 

power, it would still take at least half an hour to take control of it. 

 

Instead, she took advantage of the fact that the treasure wasn't activated yet and took control of just a 

few very specific runes... energy runes! If it was activated, she would never be able to do that. But a 

completely deactivated treasure was enough to at least dominate those few runes in that small time 

frame. When the treasure activated, Sister Orb also acted and made the few energy runes break. All the 

formation of the treasure broke apart due to the lack of energy control, and the prison disappeared as 

soon as it manifested! 
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Chapter 2404: Monsters 

Kinglei knew that it wasn't time to think about it. Regardless if it was a mistake from his enemy or some 

other external factor, the fact was that he was free and could continue his battle against Grovan. "You 

won't get another chance like that. Hand over your life!" 

 

Grovan was furious, not understanding how 'Kinglei' broke his Purple Treasure. Nonetheless, he 

completely ignored Kinglei. Even though his prison broke, it still kept Kinglei a few seconds inside, which 

was an eternity in a battle of Space-Time Realm level. He turned around once again and charged into the 

Domain of Rean, Roan, and Kanglia. He had to kill at least one of them before Kinglei arrived. 

 

Kinglei obviously understood what Grovan was doing and immediately used his Spatial and Time powers 

to pursue Grovan. He even manifested his own laws, the ones he was using to cultivate to reach the 

Divinity Realm, to try and gain some more speed. Nonetheless, he knew he wouldn't arrive there in 

time, so he warned the twins and Kanglia. 'Grovan is coming for you. Try to hold just for a few seconds! 

I'm coming!' 

 

Rean and Roan looked at each other and nodded. Their Divine Sense reached Kanglia. 'Kanglia, we will 

leave Crowley for you to deal with. You shouldn't have a problem holding him for a few seconds like 

Kinglei asked, right?' 

 

Kanglia, who was already thinking about retreat, couldn't help but ask. 'But who will stop Grovan?!' 

 

'We will,' Rean and Roan answered at the same time. 

 

'What?!' Kanglia found it ridiculous. Goku and his friend were definitely ridiculously strong, but they 

definitely wouldn't be able to contend against a Peak Space-Time Realm cultivator, let alone one of the 

Vruve Organization. 

 

'Just do it!' Rean understood what she was thinking and immediately answered back. 'If you see that we 

died, then you can do whatever you want. For now, trust that we can hold him long enough for Kinglei 

to arrive.' 

 

Kanglia's expression showed determination, and she increased her barrage of attacks against Crowley in 

exchange for much more Divine Energy than usual. 



 

Seeing that, Rean and Roan launched one last attack against Crowley, making him think that they would 

try to kill him before Grovan arrived. Yet, as soon as the twins' attack appeared, their bodies flashed in 

another direction. Rean and Roan were now charging against Grovan, who was pretty much at their 

Domais' Range. 

 

Crowley was taken aback for a moment but quickly snorted right after defending against their attacks. 

'Hmph! Overestimating their abilities.' He didn't try to stop the twins and instead focused on Kanglia. If 

it was only her, he could definitely beat the woman down very quickly. Yet, the problem was that he was 

still inside Rean and Roan's Domains, so his power was greatly affected. 'What an annoying ability. I will 

definitely search their souls later and see how they achieved this result,' he thought. 

 

Kinglei was surprised that Goku and his friend came out to face Grovan. At first, Kinglei thought they 

would send Kanglia while those two would try to hold Crowley. That seemed the best option. Yet, the 

weaker cultivators were the ones to take on the hardest task. 'Are they looking to die?' 

 

Grovan was also surprised for a moment, not expecting Rean and Roan instead of Kanglia. Nonetheless, 

he was delighted with that result. If it was these two Elemental Space Realm cultivators, he could 

definitely finish them in one blow. 

 

'Sea Splitting Slash!' 

 

Grovan's saber then shined with the power of space and time, followed by a burst of Divine Origin 

Energy and Water Element and laws. Not holding back at all, Grovan gave his all to make sure the twins 

couldn't move away. His Spatial Powers locked the space around Rean and Roan while his Time Power 

slowed their movements. 

 

Rean and Roan had Time Power as well, but the difference in cultivation was just too big. They couldn't 

completely nullify Grovan's Time effects... Well, they didn't intend to do it anyway. From the very start, 

they didn't intend to run or dodge. 

 

Rean and Roan then moved in unison as their souls connected while their memories were shared 

between the two. They were doing something they hadn't done in centuries: working together! One 

must not forget that the twins can always take one extra step of strength, but for that, they need to 

perform their moves perfectly synchronized, making it look like it is just one person fighting instead of 

two. 



 

Light and Dark Elements fused together as they transferred these powers between each other through 

their soul connection. For a moment, the sword and scythe seemed to become a single weapon while 

they counterattacked Grovan's attack. 

 

'Death and Life Style, Seventh Form, Sun and Moon Obliteration!' 

 

Light and Dark Elements were then forcefully used against each other at the front of their attacks, 

mixing with their Sky Energy and Weapon Auras. For a moment, the world turned Black and white as the 

Sun and Moon Obliteration crashed against the Sea Splitting Slash! 

 

*BOOM!* 

 

A huge wave of Divine Origin Energy spread outwards, causing the elements and space to go chaotic. 

Cracks appeared in space, and time seemed to not be able to flow normally. Yet, in the next moment, 

two figures were sent flying down like cannonballs, crashing against the ground. 

 

*Bang!* 

 

Rean and Roan spat a mouthful of blood as many injuries and broken bones appeared in their bodies. 

They truly seemed to be in a terrible condition. Yet, they were alive! 

 

'Holy shit! Is that the power of the laws of an expert almost in the Divinity Realm? We almost died here!' 

Rean couldn't help but complain as the Instant Recovery activated. 

 

Roan also used Rean's recovery skill while showing his usual cold expression. 'It doesn't matter. We 

bought Kinglei the time he wanted.' 

 

Indeed. Rean and Roan weren't the only ones who were sent flying by the power of the explosion. 

Grovan, too, was forced back against his will. He wasn't really injured and only felt his hands going numb 

due to the impact. Nonetheless, he now saw himself forced to turn around once again. That's because 

Kinglei arrived. 'Just what kind of monsters are those two guys?' 
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Chapter 2405: Painful 

'Goku, careful!' 

 

Even though Grovan lost the chance to finish the twins, it didn't mean Crowley was blind. The moment 

the twins were sent flying by Grovan, Crowley forced Kanglia back with his superior power once again. In 

his eyes, the domains Rean and Roan were using were many times more dangerous than anything 

Kanglia could throw at him. 

 

'Timeless Blades!' 

 

Space contracted, creating hundreds of space-severing blades that fly at Rean and Roan from all sides. 

Rean and Roan had the Instant Recovery Skill, but Grovan's Water Laws and Power were still present in 

their injuries. It would take at least a few more seconds before they can move normally once again. 

Knowing about Grovan's power, Crowley was trying to take advantage of exactly that. 

 

Yet, right when Rean and Roan were about to be cut to pieces, an enormous Black and White Birst 

appeared above them and covered the twins with his wings. Following that, Dark and Light Element 

burst into flames that covered its body. 

 

'Dark and Light Divine Armor!' 

 

Kentucky had finally made his appearance! 

 

*Boom, boom, boom, boom, boom, boom...* 

 

The Spatial Blades, fused with Crowley's Elements, Laws, and Time Power bombarded Kentucky's body 

from everywhere. Yet, Kentucky had the highest defensive power of the twins' group, especially when 

he used his Dark and Light Divine Armor. 

 

However, that wasn't all. Kentucky knew that Crowley's cultivation was much higher, so taking this 

attack head-on with just that would still cause him severe injuries, perhaps even killing him. That said, 

he didn't hold back and released his Regal Bloodline! 



 

Immediately, his Feather Blades and Scales hardened even more. His organs got more robust. His Light 

and Dark Element increased, followed by an output even higher of Sky Energy and Spatial Powers. 

Minokawas had quite a high affinity with Spatial Powers to start with so that only increased with the 

Regal Bloodline. 

 

Crowley saw that, and his eyes turned red. 'Just where the hell did this fucking bird come from?!' 

 

Well, he obviously knew where. Kentucky was killing the Elemental Space Realm cultivators of his Vruve 

Organization moments ago, after all. However, due to Grovan's sudden attack, the appearance of the 

purple triangle treasure, and Crowley's opportunistic move, they all forgot Kentucky existed. 

 

During this time, Kentucky, Bacia, and Culoj finally finished the last Elemental Space Realm Vruve 

without Grovan and Crowley noticing. Kentucky then told Culoj and Bacia to go help the others while he 

shot in Rean and Roan's direction. If it was only flying speed, Kentucky could be said to be as fast as 

Crowley. Not even the twins could beat him in that regard. Finally, he arrived right when Crowley's 

attack did and protected the twins. 

 

Crowley almost vomited blood in a fury. It was one thing for Kentucky to appear. However, he could see 

that Kentucky was also able to completely defend against his attack. 'So what if you did?! Let me see 

how many more attacks you can hold while protecting these fuckers!' He didn't give up and was just 

about to launch an attack directly when he was forced to divert his attention once more. 

 

*Bang!* 

 

Kanglia and Crowley's Weapon met once again. Kanglia was breathing heavily, feeling immense pressure 

for dealing with Crowley alone. Yet, even though Crowley forced her back a moment ago, it wasn't 

enough to prevent her from coming back at him. 

 

Meanwhile, Kentucky raised his wings, and the twins appeared under it. Rean and Roan looked above 

and could see several drops of blood falling over their heads. Sure, Kentucky defended against the attack 

with the help of his Regal Bloodline. Yet, the difference in cultivation was still very real, not to mention 

Crowley had the powers of laws on his side. Kentucky was still quite injured by the attack just now. 

 



'Fuck! This shit hurt as hell! Are these his laws? So annoying! I can't use Rean's Instant Recovery 

properly,' Kentucky complained. 

 

Rean, who used that respite to get rid of Grovan's Laws, smiled at him. 'That was a very good job 

nonetheless, Kentucky. We were able to keep our last trump card hidden for the future. Look, even 

Roan's cold expression seems to have a tinge of approval.' 

 

Roan completely ignored Rean, though. 'Now, just focus on healing yourself. The idiot here, and I can 

already move.' He had to admit that Kentucky's timing arrival was very convenient. 

 

Rean smiled, and the twins once again flew from the ground. Their injuries weren't completely healed 

yet, but they could definitely fight again. In the next minute, they would be completely fine. Of course, 

not counting the Divine Origin Energy they used to get to this point. 

 

Death World and Life World once again fell over Crowley's head, immediately relieving the pressure on 

Kanglia. 

 

Crowley was feeling like crying already. Alright, Grovan wasn't able to kill Rean and Roan. Alright, he 

couldn't kill Rean and Roan either. However... 'For fuck's sake! What are their bodies made of?! How are 

they recovering so fast?!' He could see with his Divine Sense that all the injuries in Rean and Roan's 

bodies were quickly closing, not to mention their bones had already been mended. 

 

If he knew Rean and Roan would come back this fast, he would have retreated already. He truly thought 

that after his attack landed on Kentucky, it would take a long time for Kentucky, Rean, and Roan to 

appear on the battlefield again. Perhaps they would use his battle against Kanglia to flee instead. Yet, 

here they are, pretty much at full power once again. Everything in this battle today had crossed all his 

widest thoughts and beyond. 

 

*Arrrrgh!* 

 

Suddenly, another scream filled the battlefield. With a few of the Elemental Space Realm Vruves now 

dead, their group was the one holding the numbers advantage. Naturally, Bacia and the others joined 

hands and attacked the Vruves at a similar level as theirs. 

 



Everything began to crumble on the Vruve Organization side, and there was nothing else they could do. 

In the end, Grovan saw himself forced to say a word he hadn't said in tens of thousands of years... 

 

"Retreat!" 
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Chapter 2406: Pushing Too Far 

"Do you think you can run?" Kinglei was still angry by the fact he was almost trapped earlier, so he 

pressed Grovan, trying to keep him there. However, both Grovan and Kinglei were indeed very similar in 

strength, so there was little he could do if Grovan focused on escaping only. 

 

Crowley heard that and immediately used all his Divine Origin Energy to send several attacks against 

Rean, Roan, and Kanglia. That cost him even more energy, but he succeeded in forcing those three back. 

Right after, he flashed from their encirclement, quickly leaving Rean, Roan, and Kanglia's Domains range. 

 

Yet, surprisingly, Roan didn't give up. They needed to kill at least one of those Late-Stage Space-Time 

Realm Vruves, or they could return later. In fact, he was sure they would return. No one was supposed 

to know that their group was here, but th Vruves easily found and followed them. It was obvious the 

Vruves had some method to find where they were. Not to mention, the Vruves seemed to have some 

ties with the Devils in this place, so they could use the Devils' forces, too. 

 

*Zush!* 

 

Suddenly, Kentucky appeared on their side, still bleeding. However, he was able to stabilize most of his 

injuries in the following minute when Rean, Roan, and Kanglia fought Crowley. "Jump on! If it is just 

flying, I'm sure I can follow him." 

 

Rean, Roan, and even Kanglçia jumped on Kentucky's back. However, Roan didn't tell Kentucky to follow 

Crowley. Instead, he immediately pointed in another direction. 

 

Kentucky seemed to understand and shot into the distance like a ray of Dark and White Light. He wasn't 

as fast as a Late-Stage Space-Time Realm expert, but the Vruve Organization experts were very weak 

after all this battle. That said, Kentucky was now able to at least keep up with their speed. 

 



As for the target Roan chose, it was the same one who was fighting Nolui, Dengais! Both Nolui and 

Dengais were in the Late Stage of the Space-Time Realm. Nolui also seemed to be someone close to 

Flinyu, one of the Peak Divinity Realm experts, so his strength was real. Both Nolui and Dengais fought 

on equal terms all this time. 

 

Another good point was that his fight ended up dragging quite far from where Grovan fought. That 

meant they didn't see the outcome in the distance. With Nolui holding the guy back and considering 

Crowley fled in another direction, they could totally encircle Dengais before he was warned to retreat. 

 

*Boom!* 

 

Nolui and Dengais once again clashed, neither side giving the other any advantage. 

 

"Hmph! So the Vruve Organization is just it, uh? If you don't have your little friends to help you, you 

can't even get the upper hand against me." Nolui was still angry by the injury he received from Dengais 

during their first encounter while he fled from all the Vruves. 

 

"Overestimating yourself," Dengais didn't let go. "If not because of these annoying treasures of your 

master, do you think you would have matched me for this long?" 

 

"Ha!" Nolui snorted. "One's equipment is part of their strength. Since when do cultivators care about 

where their weapons came from? All that matters is whether they can use it to defeat their opponents 

or not!" 

 

Suddenly, a Divine Sense passed over where Nolui and Dengais were fighting. It was Grovan's Divine 

Sense. Even though Nolui and Dengais were fighting far away, that was still well within Grovan's range. 

 

Hearing the Divine Sense Message from Grovan, Dengais showed an expression of incredulity. He did 

see Jidambo dying, but their Vruve Organization was supposed to still have the upper hand. In his eyes, 

Jidambo only died because of the sneak attack from Roan. As for Nafrak, the one Rean killed, that was 

simply because Nafrak completely underestimated Rean. 

 

Yet, now he heard that their team had to retreat and that they lost. He found it hard to believe. 'Fuck!' 

 



Dengais then exchanged another move with Nolui, forcing him back for a moment before quickly turning 

around to flee. Yet, it was at this moment that two Domains covered his body. One of them immediately 

started to corrode his Domain, while the second completely nullified his Domain abilities. Last but not 

least, there was a third Domain of Fire, but that one didn't bother Dengais as much as the first two. 

 

"Hehe! Are you thinking of running? That time, when you and your group pursued me, I was able to flee. 

Let's see if you can do the same now that the one pursuing is my group instead," Nolui laughed as he 

quickly regained his stability. 

 

*Zush!* 

 

With Rean and Roan's Domains, Nolui was now faster than Dengais, so he caught him in a flash, forcing 

Dengais to defend against Nolui instead of fleeing. 

 

That was a mistake, though. If he had just received the damage and pressed forward, he could still have 

left Rean and Roan's Domain, which were still covering him at their furthest range. Now that he stopped 

to defend, the Twins' got closer, and Dengais ended up well within them. Not to mention, Kentucky was 

almost as fast as Dengais and was getting faster as his injuries healed, while Dengais was only getting 

slower. 

 

Dengais understood he was in a life-and-death moment and immediately used his Divine Sense to 

request help. 

 

Grovan, who was still running away, was taken aback for a moment. 'Weren't those ants fighting 

Crowley a moment ago? How did they appear where Dengais was fighting?' Well, Grovan couldn't be 

blamed. The moment Roan selected a target, Rean used his Divine Sense Bending skill to disappear from 

Grovan's vision. Kinglei was pursuing him, so Grovan's Divine Sense wasn't close enough to break 

through the bending power from Rean's skill. 

 

As for Crowley, he was fleeing at full speed. When Rean's group disappeared from his Divine Sense, he 

simply thought they were hiding to ambush him. In his mind, Rean's group was still on his tail. Never did 

he think they would change targets after pushing him that far during their battle. 
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Dengais truly had no chance of escaping. Rean, Roan, and Kanglia were enough to gain the upper hand 

against Crowley, and Kentucky wasn't even part of that battle. Now, against Dengais, Kentucky was 

there. Let alone that Nolui, a Late-Stage Spce-Time Realm just like Dengais, was there too. The Vruves 

might be strong, but they were not that ridiculous. 

 

Nolui was the one to give the last blow, ending Dengais' life right there and then. It's too bad that 

someone like Dengais obviously had his own Pocket Dimensional Realm, so anything in his possession 

was definitely lost with his life as Pocket Dimensional Realms collapsed after their owner's death. 

 

The rest of the cultivators from Rean's group also managed to kill another two Peak Stage Elemental 

Space Realm Vruves, but another five still escaped. Nonetheless, their side had a major victory. The only 

loss on their side was a guy called Fenpol, with whom Rean barely had any interaction. 

 

The Vruves were still much stronger, and while Kentucky fought with Bacia and Culoj, the rest of the 

cultivators were still on their own against their opponents. It was already a surprise that only one of 

them died. 

 

On the other hand, the Vruves' losses were enormous, especially since the Realm of Gods is locked 

down and they can't send reinforcements. Of their group, two Initial Stage and one Late Stage Space-

Time Realm cultivators died. Not to mention the other five Elemental Space Realm experts. 

 

Around an hour later, Kinglei returned to their group with an angry expression. From the looks of it, he 

wasn't able to stop Grovan from leaving. In fact, he didn't inflict any meaningful injury against Grovan 

either. After some time, he understood that pursuing Grovan might lead him into some trap, so he gave 

up and returned. 

 

Now, everyone was reunited, although they were still with their guards high. Kinglei then looked at 

Roan, who appeared during the battle. He had seen Roan's strength. Well, he also saw Rean and 

Kentucky's. "Just who are you guys? How can you be that strong?" 

 

Rean... Well, Goku just introduced Roan's fake name, which he thought on the spot. "This is Klondalk. He 

is... quite of a special case..." 

 



Roan... or Klondalk... looked at everyone with a cold expression. Right after, he looked back at Rean and 

showed two fingers. "Two more times. You can call me to help you another two times, and our contract 

will be over. Send me back into your Pocket Dimensional Realm." 

 

Rean showed a sad expression, looking like he had lost some important treasure. "Fine, two more times 

it is." Right after, he waved his hand, and Roan disappeared in front of everyone. Obviously, he was sent 

back to the Soul Gem Dimensional Realm. 

 

Rean and Roan basically pretended that Roan had some kind of agreement with Rean, which allowed 

Rean to request his help. "You probably can guess it already. It is not like we are friends or anything. It's 

just that he is bound by a contract between the two of us. I would rather not use him since I can only call 

his services twice more." 

 

As one can imagine, Roan had a completely different appearance, making him look to be from a 

different race from Rean. 

 

nolui narrowed his eyes but shook his head in the end. "Forget it. Thanks to this 'acquaintance' of yours, 

we got a major victory against the Vruves, so I will simply consider it as your merit. Still, you and this 

Divine Bird friend of yours are truly ridiculously strong. You can even use Time Power even though you 

aren't in the Space-Time Realm yet. How did you reach this level?" 

 

Goku and Kenny shook their heads. "If it was you, would you reveal such a secret? For now, all we can 

say is that it is meaningless to ask us. Our methods can't be used by others. Whether you believe it or 

not is up to you, though." 

 

Kinglei heard that and snorted in response. "Hehe! Do you think I can't force the answer out of your 

mouth? No, why use your mouth? I can simply search your soul, and I will get all the answers I want." 

 

However, Kinglei's killing intent, which is always visible around him, did move in Rean and Kentucky's 

direction. That only made Rean smile in response, as there was no better way to tell whether Kinglei was 

serious or not. "Come on, senior Kinglei. We both know you have no intention of attacking us. How 

about we discuss the issue at hand instead?" 

 

Kinglei was taken aback for a moment. It had been a long time since he felt like someone was seeing 

through him. Yet, that didn't make him angry. "Hehehe! You are quite interesting." 



 

Right after, he shifted his attention to the matter at hand. "Now, Nolui, I want you to answer me. How 

the hell did the Vruves find us? Weren't we supposed to be here without anyone knowing? Don't tell me 

those Flinyu and Fosleve Geezers betrayed the Realm of Gods and are now an ally of the Vruves. Only 

they could have leaked the information about our movements." 

 

Nolui immediately got angry. "How dare you question their loyalty? Senior Flinyu and Fosleve are 

absolutely on the Realm of Gods' side. There is no mistake in that." 

 

"Is that so?" Kinglei wouldn't put his hand on fire for anyone. "Then what happened?" 

 

Essefy raised his hand. "Wasn't Nolui pursued by the Vruves and Captured by the Devils until we rescued 

him? I'm a lot more inclined to believe there is some kind of tracker in Nolui's body that he doesn't 

know." 

 

Everyone's eyes fell on Nolui instantly, using their Divine Senses to see if they could find anything. Even 

Nolui had to admit it was a possibility, so he also checked his body. Yet, he couldn't find anything. Of 

course, everyone knows there are many different techniques capable of leaving a mark on someone that 

can't be detected, so they might simply not be able to see it now. 

 

The question was: what would they do if that was the case? 
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Essefy couldn't help but intervene. "Well, we are only considering here if Nolui has something in his 

body that can be used to track him down. However, how come no one thought that we might have a 

traitor in our group?" 

 

Indeed. As far as they know, their location might have been shared by someone else in their group. The 

Vruve Organization had deep roots in all three higher realms. It wouldn't be surprising if any of the 

people present were part of their organization instead. 

 

Finally, Nolui shook his head and gave up. "This is bringing us nowhere. I would rather believe I have 

some tracker on me than someone in this group being a traitor. At least during the battle we won, it 



didn't seem the Vruves were going easy against any of you. Of course, that proves nothing, but that's 

what I have decided." 

 

Rean agreed with him. "Indeed. Instead of wasting time here to find out how they found us, we should 

move forward. The longer we wait, the faster the Vruves will come back. Aren't we going to explore a 

Pseudo-Temporal Path? Once we get through it, no tracker will be able to feel anyone's presence. No 

communication method will work either." 

 

Everyone had to admit Rean's words made sense. Still, there was another problem. "Even if 

communicating to this side becomes impossible, the fact is that the Vruves will be able to see where we 

disappeared. That means they will know where the entrance is located. Is it really okay to go there 

now?" 

 

Nolui shrugged his shoulders. "My presence in this place already confirms that the Pseudo-Temporal 

Path's entrance is nearby. The Vruves can simply narrow down their search to this region, and they will 

eventually find it. That said, going back now will only give them the upper hand in the case." 

 

Kinglei was already losing his patience again. "Whatever! Just let's go already. So much talk and no 

solution. This is too much of a waste of time." 

 

Nolui quickly nodded and took flight. "Follow me. We are not going to hold back anymore and fly 

straight to the entrance. We should be there in at most an hour. Oh, right! Is everyone in a condition to 

fly?" 

 

They had all just left an intense battle, after all. One didn't need to be a genius to know they were all low 

in their reserves of Divine Origin Energy. However, they also understood that staying in this place would 

be worse, so they all took Divine Stones out and followed Nolui while absorbing the stones on the way. 

 

"Good! Let's go!" Nolui didn't ask anymore and flew into the distance. Obviously, he matched his speed 

with the Elemental Space Realm cultivators behind, who were obviously slower than him. He, Kinglei, 

and Kanglia could pull everyone together with them, but they didn't want to lose more Divine Energy 

than they already lost. 

 

Nolui was right. In the next hour, they arrived at a huge field without anything around. However, Nolui 

confirmed this was the place. He then moved a rock on a corner, and suddenly, the environment 



transformed. Everyone immediately understood that Nolui had set up a concealing formation before 

leaving. 

 

Well, Rean and Kentucky already knew that since Sister Orb warned them once they approached that 

there was a formation ahead. 

 

Once the formation was lifted, they saw a weird crack in space, and that crack seemed to be absorbing 

all the air and Divine Energy of the environment around. Rean and Kentucky could confirm that was a 

Pseudo-Temporal Path. However, it was somewhat different from the one they used to go to the 

Heaven Realm. 'Why is it taking in so much Divine Energy?' 

 

Kentucky shook his head. 'No idea. Perhaps because the other side lacks it? Or perhaps it needs the 

Divine Energy to keep itself open. There are many possible reasons.' 

 

Nolui then looked at everyone. "This is it. This is the Pseudo-Temporal Path I found during my 

investigations. If you have seen one of these before, you probably can see the difference. What I can 

confirm is that it doesn't connect to the Underworld, Mortal Realm, or Heavens. The phenomenons that 

happen to the paths once they connect to one of those three realms are not present in this one." 

 

He then took a deep breath and warned everyone. "Last warning. I absolutely don't know where this 

thing will bring us. I was alone when I found it, so I didn't have anyone I could use to test it before. In 

any case, even if some of you have some slaves in your Pocket Dimensional Realm that you wish to use, 

this is not the time. We can't wait for them to go and come back. We will have to test it ourselves. If you 

decide to give up, you can leave now. You simply won't get any Merit Points, and the 5000 you already 

received will be taken back. Yet, perhaps that's for the best." 

 

None of them had any intention of retreating. They already got into a dangerous situation once, and 

that was the Vruves' attack. If they survived that, they could survive this, too. Not to mention that there 

is no guarantee the other side will have any dangers. 

 

Seeing everyone stepping forward, Nolui nodded with a satisfied expression. "Alright. The objective is to 

go, check what the other side consists of, and return by any means to warn senior Flinyu of our 

discoveries. So that you don't think I'm taking advantage of you, I'll be the first one to enter." 

 



No one complained since, in these instances, no one wanted to test the waters first. Nolui stepping into 

the Temporal Path could at least show them if he would be attacked or something like that before 

disappearing. Nolui passed through the Temporal Path entrance, charging into the Spatial tunnel. A few 

seconds later, his body seemed to teleport and disappear. 

 

Everyone looked at each other. They didn't see anything until the moment Nolui disappeared, so it was 

relatively safe at first. Still, no one wanted to be the next... or so they thought. 

 

"Let's go, Kenny!" Rean quickly jumped inside the Temporal Path. 

 

"Shit! Why do you always have to do that?" Kentucky complained but followed nonetheless. 

 

Essefy, as someone connected to the two, felt somewhat helpless and quickly jumped inside, too. In the 

end, all three disappeared from sight inside the Spatial Tunnel. 
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Spatial Distortions happened nonstop, showing why Nolui said they couldn't use anyone below the 

Transition Realm. In fact, the Power of these distortions made Rean, Kentucky, and Essefy sure that 

anyone in the Space Beinding Realm and Below wouldn't be able to resist either. It's not that Nolui was 

wrong. It's just that he didn't have the chance to test. He based his prediction of the limit on the other 

Pseudo-Temporal Paths he saw in the past. 

 

Well, at least he was right about one thing. The Spatial Tunnel of the path was quite unstable. If a 

Divinity Realm expert had entered it, there was no doubt it would collapse due to their huge spatial 

influence. 

 

Rean's group defended themselves from the Power of space for quite a long time. It definitely was 

taking them much, much further away than the distance between the Heavens and the Realm of Gods. 

They wondered if they were being brought to some isolated corner of the Universe instead. 

 

However, soon, they noticed something. The amount of Divine Energy began to reduce drastically. In 

fact, the Divine Energy they felt so far was basically the Divine Energy the tunnel was absorbing at its 

entrance. As they went further, this Divine Energy dispersed, seeming to be consumed by the tunnel 



itself. Kentucky had mentioned that before they entered as one of the possible reasons, and it seemed 

he was right. 

 

Finally, Divine Energy disappeared completely, and only Spatial Laws remained as they continued to be 

brought further into the distance. The only source of Divine Energy the three had now was the Divine 

Energy in their Dantians and Core. 

 

"We are here!" Rean noticed the laws of space opening again, just like when he traveled to the Angels' 

Realm. A black dot appeared in the distance, and it instantly grew to the point of covering their group in 

an instant. There was even a huge burst of Spatial Power when they passed through it that shocked their 

bodies. Fortunately, Rean, Kentucky, and Essefy were holding at each other, already expecting 

something to happen. 

 

*Zush, zush, zush!* 

 

Star Light covered their surroundings as they exited the Pseudo-Temporal path. Yet, when they looked 

behind to see if the other members of the group were coming, they were surprised to see that there 

was nothing there. "This... where is the Pseudo-Temporal Path Entrance?" 

 

Essefy tried to feel the laws of space around them, but he couldn't find anything. "It's definitely not 

here. The space around us is extremely stable, not the type of place where you would have a spatial 

tunnel. Most likely, we were teleported far away as soon as we passed through the entrance." 

 

Rean and Kentucky nodded. They had felt the burst of Spatial Laws when they passed through the exit, 

after all. Spatial Power wasn't something you could underestimate. One small mistake, and you might 

end in a completely different corner of the Universe, and that's if you don't die to the Spatial Storms 

first. 

 

Rean the looked around and tried to find Nolui. Yet, Nolui was basically nowhere to be seen. "Seems like 

the teleportation sends its targets in completely random directions." 

 

"Holy shit!" Suddenly, Kentucky exclaimed. "Try to use your Divine Senses." 

 



Rean and Essefy nodded and spread their Divine Senses. Soon, they were taken by surprise, just like 

Kentucky. "WoW! How can it reach so far?!" 

 

Back when the twins' Soul Gem System rebuilt Sunkan, they were able to expand their Divine Senses to 

the point of covering the entire planet and quite a few thousand kilometers further away. Yet, 

compared to what they can do now, that was basically nothing. By Rean's estimations, his Divine Sense 

was probably reaching over a hundred thousand kilometers at the very least. "Seems like we are back to 

the Mortal Realm. Not only that, we are at such far away corner that even our Divine Senses can spread 

to this length." 

 

Kentucky found it weird, though. "Are you sure? Nolui said that the Pseudo-Temporal Path didn't 

connect to the Mortal Realm either. Besides..." Kentucky then tried to perceive something with his 

Divine Sense. "I can't feel even an iota of Spiritual Energy. The Mortal Realm is supposed to have 

Spiritual Energy, no?" 

 

Rean and Essefy tried to analyze the surroundings and quickly confirmed Kentucky's words. "Indeed, 

there is nothing at all..." 

 

Celis suddenly communicated with the twins from within the Soul Gem Dimensional Realm. 'Hey, what 

happened? The Soul Gem Dimensional Realm isn't absorbing any energy anymore.' 

 

Rean then explained what had happened. Celis could only nod. 'I see... There is still quite a lot of Divine 

Energy in the Soul Gem Dimensional Realm to last a few months, but it will eventually disappear with 

everyone we have living and cultivating here.' 

 

Rean didn't seem to mind. 'As long as everyone is fine, anything else can wait. If necessary, just take 

some of my Divine Stones and make do with them.' 

 

'Alright,' Celis agreed. He wasn't really that concerned. That's because he only cultivated with the Divine 

origin Energy cores now, so he didn't really have any use for Divine Energy at the moment. One must not 

forget the twins have enough Cores to go all the way to the Divinity Realm. It's just that it would take 

time to cultivate. 

 



"Just where are we...?" Essefy still couldn't find himself in that place. He had never been to the mortal 

realm, so he had never seen planets either. Nonetheless, he couldn't see any planet in his Divine Sense 

Range, only the Star Lights in the distance. 

 

Rean pondered a bit and took his communication badge out. With such a lack of Divine Energy, there 

would be nothing to stop its signal from going even further than it does in the Divine Realm. He quickly 

tried to call Nolui and used the sensors in the badge to see how far the badge signal could go. Yet, there 

was no answer. "Without any Divine Energy to interfere, the badge's signal can reach around eighty 

thousand kilometers, way more than the forty thousand of the Realm of Gods. However, Nolui is 

definitely not within this range." 

 

Essefy shrugged his shoulders. "My Divine Sense can reach a similar distance, so the badge isn't of much 

help." His soul wasn't as powerful as Rean's, so his Divine Sense, even in the same cultivation realm, was 

indeed smaller. 

 

Rean agreed with him, especially since his Divine Sense could go over a hundred thousand kilometers. 

But in any case, he couldn't find where they were. "All I can do is open a spatial gate and try to reach 

some other area with some planets." 

 

However, it was then that Roan appeared outside, visibly holding a slightly excited expression. "I wasn't 

wrong... It's definitely the connection!" 

 

Rean, Essefy, and Kentucky looked at him. "Connection? What connection? The communication badges 

aren't connecting to anything." 

 

Roan glanced at them and shook his head. "Not that type of connection. I'm talking about the 

connection I have with the organization. To be more precise, the connection a Death Spirit has with the 

Universal Transition Organization." 

 

Rean was taken aback, now knowing what Roan was talking about. "Do you mean..." 

 

Roan nodded. "There is no doubt! We are back to the other half of the Universe, our half!" 
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Chapter 2410: Let's Pay a Visit 

Rean immediately understood the lack of Spiritual or Divine Energy. "So that's how it is! No wonder 

there isn't any energy for cultivation whatsoever." Rean then remembered something. "Wait, if we are 

back, Roan, you should know where we are, right?" 

 

Roan closed his eyes and concentrated on that connection he hadn't felt for so long. After a few 

minutes, he nodded. "Seems like my reincarnation on the other half affected the state of my soul. I can 

barely few the Organization. That's why I took this long to come out. Nonetheless, it is enough to at 

least travel there." 

 

Kentucky, seeing that there was no energy around, couldn't help but ask. "Roan... Since there is no 

Divine Energy or even Spiritual Energy, how exactly did you travel in this Universe?" 

 

Roan then extended his hand, and a kind of black energy began to form around it. Rean, Essefy, and 

Kentucky used their Divine Senses, but other than the fact they could feel its existence, they couldn't tell 

what it was. After a few seconds, Roan used that energy to build a door. 

 

Only then did Rean recognize it. That was exactly the same kind of door that Roan opened to him back 

when they first met. At that time, he didn't think too much about it. After all, he was more concerned 

about not having his memories wiped out during the process of reincarnating. "That's quite impressive. 

What kind of energy is this? Could it be related to Devilish Energy since it is connected with this half's 

Underworld?" 

 

Roan shook his head. "Back then, I've never questioned what kind of energy it was. It was just natural 

for me from the moment I was born. However, I've been to the Underworld of the cultivation side of the 

Universe with you, so I can guarantee the two are not the same. They aren't anything alike at all." 

 

The door then opened, showing a tunnel of spatial laws that was covered by the black energy Roan was 

controlling. However, before anyone tried to enter it... 

 

*Bzzzzzzz!* 

 

The Black Energy went out of control, making Roan almost throw blood. 

 



*Boom!* 

 

The laws of space and the black energy then entered a chaotic state and exploded in the end. The 

energy of the explosion was quite strong, forcing their group several hundred meters back. 

 

Roan then shook his head, not really feeling that surprised. "As I thought..." He then summoned a little 

bit of that black energy, but after a few seconds, it once again went out of control and exploded in his 

hand. It's just that this time, it had too little of it to cause any damage. "While I was learning how to 

control this energy in the past, my teacher and the other Death Spirits mentioned that this energy can 

only be wielded by Death Spirits." 

 

Roan then gave up and looked in a certain direction. "I'm not a Death Spirit anymore. At most, I have a 

residual connection with my old race because of my memories." Of course, he also understood the Soul 

Gem System had a part in this. "This residual connection is enough for me to gather some of it, but I 

definitely can't use it like I did in the past. The door I had just opened was supposed to connect back to 

the Universal Transition Organization, but I wasn't able to make the connection reach even half of the 

way before it collapsed." 

 

Rean nodded and looked in the same direction as Roan. "However, you still have this residual 

connection, so you definitely can guide us, right?" 

 

"I believe so," Roan confirmed Rean's words. However, just when he was about to close his eyes and 

focus on that connection again, a sudden headache struck his mind. 

 

*Ugh!* 

 

Everyone looked at him, alarmed. "What is it? Are you okay?" 

 

Roan raised his hand, telling everyone to stay away from him. "My connection... it is being taken away 

from me." 

 

"What?!" Everyone was taken aback. "They can do it?" 

 



*Arrrghhh!* 

 

Roan's expression went pale, and he vomited even more blood. Right after, something that looked like a 

tiny spec of black sand came out of his forehead. Before anyone could react, that spec of sand dissipated 

into black dots of energy. 

 

They all then looked at Roan, who seemed to be feeling a lot better now. Roan then gathered some of 

Rean's Light Element and used Rean's Instant Recovery Skill, quickly stabilizing his condition. However, 

his expression still looked terrible, although this time it was because he was angry. "My connection is 

gone." 

 

If Roan could be said to have something related to the Death Spirits before, now he definitely lost 

everything. He was truly just another human who was born on the other side of the Universe. 

 

Rean couldn't help but get a little nervous. "But without you, how will we find our way in this Universe? 

This Universal Transition Organization of yours is probably the only one that can travel long distances. 

Any other planet with living beings that we might find will have no idea about what we are talking 

about, let alone show us a path to return to the other side of the Universe." 

 

Essefy was even worse. "Wait! That can't be, right? I mean, there is no cultivation energy on this side of 

the Universe, so what will we do? Sooner or later, our Divine Stones will be completely gone." 

 

Of course, he didn't know that Rean and Roan's reserves of Divine Stones and even Divine Origin Energy 

were ridiculously high, so they weren't worried about that, at least. Not that they would tell Essefy that. 

 

Roan quickly tranquilized everyone. "Don't worry. I lost my connection, and it was most likely forced 

away from me. Nonetheless, I was able to have a good feeling about its location. From now on, I'll be 

the one using Spatial Gates. We are going to pay a visit to the Universe Transition Organization, and I 

will also have a little chat with my master." 


